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The below text was written in year 2006 and it was distributed to all  responsible personalities 
of EU, USA countries and some medias countries. 

 I see it very important to publish this written text again and add the part of coming artificial 
election too to remember all of us what was happen in the past and what was the following 
and what  is going in Afghanistan at the present time?  

It is my responsibility to point out the real intention of creation of such group under the logo 
Taliban and its true time schedule, because I and friends was witness of it. 

First section:From where did the Taliban come and who supported them?  

Why did the Taliban despite of the intensive military and financial supports of so call 
supported countries and why the Taliban are getting day by day more support from the 
population?  

What ran wrong there?  

All Afghans and the world know that after the retreat of the former USSR as crew power the 
Mujahiddin groups marched loosely like the wild ones with rockets and rifles on Kabul. These 
groups tried to divide the city by inhuman force under themselves. The inhabitants of Kabul 
was frightening, speechless and the world watched.  

Why did it happen in such a way?  

1. Reason: Well-known that in Pakistan each group fought for the favour of the CIA and ISI, 
in order to get more money, more weapons and more political acknowledgment. CIA and ISI 
played these groups against each other. Thus they could reach more dependence of the 
individual groups. Additionally CIA and ISI established religious schools (start year was for it 
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1984) in order to be able to produce more fanatics against communist power opposite. Thus 
the dispute under these groups was already pre-programmed. In order to concentrate more 
mass behind themselves, these groups clasped themselves additional on the languages at that 
time too.  

2. Reason: The communist groups of Khalq and Parcham clasped themselves at the end at 
languages too, Khalqi called themselves as representatives of the Pashtunen and Parcham as 
representatives of the Tajiken. It did not succeed to win both of them with this dirty game and 
plotter playing with the urban population at confidence, however with the Mullahs could 
function this dirty game. The communist regime accomplished the power delivery by Mr. 
Sorabi in such a way, that the Mujahiddin groups let march depending upon ethnical 
affiliation closed, with martial euphoria on Kabul loosely. Hazara and Uzbek groups marched 
just as closed and brutally on Kabul too.  

We and the world were witnesses, how the groups of Mujahiddeen  destroyed  Kabul and 
killed lot of innocent people.    

All these mentioned groups killed, plundered helpless people and assaulted themselves at 
women. 

Kabul was divided in zone; it prevailed up to anarchy and chaos. They showed by their wild 
acts in the country international that the life of humans is worthless by them. Anarchy and 
Chaos took almost 3,5 years and no end was to be seen. 

The Patriots started the attempt to come out on national one and international level from these 
horrible situations and get the people free from the installed barbarian and primitive 
governing groups.  

1995 seemed to become these efforts hope of success. A plan was submitted to EU and USA:  

1. The weapon collection has to be carried out and accomplished.  

2. Traditional Loja Jirga has to be called up.   

3. The reconstruction of the country must immediately start in an expanded manner overall in 
the country. 

Thus it could become easily possible to unit the nation and establish with qualified honest 
patriots personalities a stable government, whose will act and see all ethnic as one nation.  

The realization of such plans would be impossible without international support. The 
European Union showed up interested in the reconstruction of the country very much and the 
USA for the support of the weapon collection in country.  
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From both sides however it existed the pose that the Ex-king Mohammad Zahir Schah must 
take over the leadership as wise, in order to be able to reach the unity of the different ethnic 
and the tribes. The collection of weapon must accomplish by the Afghan itself.   

If the action of the weapon collection with success will be at the end, then Loja Jirga under 
leadership of Ex- king would have to be called up. It was clearly defined, that the 
reinstallation of kingdom in Afghanistan will be the target at the end.  

The Ex-king wanted, that no one Mujahiddeen group may participate with the realization of 
this plan, but the Patriots insisted on since it was the resistance of the entire people (nation), 
that the former USSR left the country and the communist regime was fallen. Although these 
groups abused the resistance of the nation internationally, but they are well known and 
recognized as representatives of the Afghan people international in the past and at the present 
time. Therefore we had to bind one of these groups to this plan in order to retain the historical 
resistance of the nation. He said, they are all murderers, he said at the end which group you 
will mention? It was answered uniformly „Mr. Ahmadshah Masoud group “, he was himself 
very excited and said,  it is not applicable.  It was made clear to him the fact, that Ahmad 
Shah is tricky and very clever, we have to bring him under our control and another hand 
between the present time and in the past are almost 76 years gone and the Afghan nation is 
differently today than at that time it was and additional if we not act in such a way, then it 
may not help for the unity of the nation and it will create more difficulty in additional. At the 
end it was accepted nevertheless.  

Mr. Ahmad Wali Masoud (he was Ambassador in London) was contact by phone in London 
to organize and fix a meeting date with Mr. Ahmadshah Masoud .  

Mr. Ahmad Wali informed later on that our brother Mr. Ahmad Zia Masoud (present 1. 
deputy President) will come to London and he has the fully authorization for it. The meeting 
took place in London one week later and it was agree, that Mr. Ahmadshah Masoud has to 
meet the Ex- general Abdul Wali (son in law of former King) in Pakistan. Mr. Ahmad  Zia 
Masoud  passed his phone Number in Pakistan for further contacts too. 

Mr. Abdul Wali started his travel to Pakistan in month July 1995 ( it is wrong to say that 
Taliban appeared in year 1994). He had not arrived in Pakistan yet, and the regime of the Ex-
president of the Mujahiddeen Mr. Rabani started a negative propaganda about his trip to 
Pakistan, and it broke thus their repeated word.  

Mr. Abdul Wali created a group for the weapons collection under the name “Taliban”, as he 
was asked, why has given such name to the group, he said in order to give to the Islamic 
Group leaders a religion lesson. The USA offered itself to support this group with weapons 
and money.  

The European Union has reflected their interest, that if the weapon collection with success is 
final and the Loja Jirga specified the future guideline of the Afghan nation, then the 
reconstruction of the country will start at the same time over the whole country.  
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Mr. Zalmay Khalilzad began regular journeys to Pakistan, concerning this matter 
Rome(residence location of former King) was asked, why he is so active, such independent 
special his activity was not contained in the agreement.  

Rome ( former King residence location) said, the USA insists on it, but in our program either 
Pakistan or Mr. Khalilzad can change anything. It was expressed that such fear probably 
exists, because we are dependent on their supports. At the end it was stressed affirmed that no 
reason was present over it, to be distrustful.  

The weapon collection program ran very well during the first 6 months, but afterwards the 
selected persons were eliminated and new faces under Mullah Omar emerged.  

Mr. Karzai went into the USA, he and Mr. Khalilzad began their duties with Unocal as an 
advisor. As afterwards emphasized, that Unocal is supporting the Taliban with weapons and 
money. It began to change over slowly with the help of the ISI and CIA the task of weapons' 
collection in seizure of power taking, here plaid Mr. Khalilzad the main role.  

Mullah Omar called himself as Amirulmoaminin and he spoke with journalists and diplomats 
behind the curtain, as it is known to all of us. Mr. Bin Laden came from Sudan over Pakistan 
to Afghanistan. Rome was contacted and asked, what kind of game is going on to be played?  

Ex-king said personally, it is everything correct and it is everything under control, let him to 
call himself as Amirulmoaminin , if he is happy with it, then he should do it, however at the 
plan will nothing change. He said Mullah Omar is a dynamic, young man from Kandahar and 
he is blind an one eye. Afterwards Ex-king hold a speech via BBC, he said: The Taliban 
movement retained the liberty, sovereignty and integrity of Afghanistan and guaranteed the 
unity of the nation.  

Up that time on started disputes between Rome and Patriots, because it was realized, that 
Rome has an additional secret agreement with Mr. Khalilzad.  

Later on we were witness, how the Afghan nation, in particular women, by militant religious 
not only degraded, but also enslaved and the nation was kept like a herd . Now, it is appearing 
a question, why Mr. Khalilzad and Mr. Karzai as advisors of this company did not try to stop 
to support Taliban any more, when CIA knew it that the Taliban will emerge later on as 
terrorists and supporter of Al Qaida?  

Two days before of 11.9 .2001 Mr. Ahmadshah Masoud was killed under mysterious action, 
this happening is still dark fully.  

On 11.9.2001 happened the barbarian attack in world trade centre in New York with which 
Afghanistan went as address of this and other attacks through the median into the world. A 
great power was attacked and Mullahs refused to hand over the responsible persons to the 
USA; the Taliban wanted this demand not to follow. The total war began, which became 
Taliban hunted.  
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2001 emerged Mr. Karzai in Quetta and he was announced as a rescuer of the nation was by 
CNN like we know it the announcement of Mr. Babrak Karmal from Tajikistan as rescuer in 
the past.  

Mr. Khalilzad as Afghan took over the leadership to organize a committee in Rome, which 
should prepare the future of Afghanistan. This preparation was then authenticated in Bonn 
internationally.  

All Afghans got hope, that the European Union and the USA will not only strengthen peace in 
the country together with other countries, but Afghanistan can develop in all directions and 
get a stable government and peace after 27 years too.  

But unfortunate at this time has the USA a president on the power, who not only known as 
warrior in cowboy manners acts, but he and his clan with Bin Laden clan like large families 
into economic and private relations were closely interlaced. His father Mr. Ex-president W. 
Bush was for years long CIA Director and afterwards vice president. Until today Mr. W. Bush 
visits senior meetings in the Headquarter of the CIA. As former CIA director it is his right. 
Thus, CIA had free hand for backing and supporting the intention of Mr. G. W. Bush. 

Owing to the CIA and Mr. Khalilzad, it was possible very easy to organize a group base on 
their conceptions and performance. The group was flown under leadership of Mr. Karzai (but 
he was not present) to international confirmation to Bonn and then with special airplane to 
Kabul. The Ex-king and his people flew to Kabul afterwards. The peoples were inspired and 
hopeful.  

A government was fixed through Khalilzad as we know it. The joy and hope of the people 
were unfortunately from short duration, because this government including the other high 
administrative persons began bribery, corruption, occupation the properties of helpless people 
and the relationships and nepotism got normal status. Even salaries of the officials embezzled 
actually in fraudulent kind, but outward it was announced that the government has no more 
money, therefore it can be not pay the salaries.  

Houses and land was taken away from helpless people, as it was the case during the 
communist and Mujahiddeen times, the national robbery began with full enthusiasm. The 
election of the president was prepared fraudulent and the result went through the median as 
symbol of the democracy into the world.  

The Ex- king was called through the government as a father of the nation. The bribery 
continued to rise, the brother of Mr. Karzai began directly with heroin business, the Minister 
from drugs was likewise from the same kinship.  

Mr. Karzai started a reconciliation process without any plan, Taliban, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar 
groups and communists recognized their chance and they have used it proper. High level 
Taliban enjoyed government houses (even in airport were transferred to them the keys of their 
houses), the government started for them salaries, security and protection even they occupied 
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in parliament and some of them got high level functions at the Universities. Now communists, 
Taliban and Gulbuddin submerged by nationalist group (Afghan Mellat) as Pashtunen and the 
nationalist group is very happy on it, because one side this group promised Mr. Karzai its 
back up in country, it was saying, “we will guarantee your majority in country” and on other 
side they are dreaming for regular continue player in country, of course without CIA 
permission were such mission never possible, the north alliance, Saiaf and another started to 
cook their own intrigue games.  

The terror attacks expanded since dirty reconciliation over the whole country. The people are 
irritated, because the considerable Taliban are special guests of installed government with 
extravagant conditions, on the other side the refuges around Kabul are without bred, cloths 
and houses, even in wintertime. The people are dissatisfied, frustrated and annoyed, because 
the government is corrupted, unable and unqualified. It can be not imagine, that huge money 
from Unocal and USA government are used to keep the image of this corrupted government.  

 Former Ex-King was busy with hands kissing and he enjoyed it.    

As he was in Rome, he complained always, even he cried and said “I could go back and unite 
all ethnics, when I will die, then I will leave this World with satisfactory feeling”. What he 
and his around did and are doing now, it is shameful, this why his lovely nation called him old 
cheater even Zahir shit instead Zahir Shah Baba. 

The ISAF, NATO and the USA militaries bomb surfaces covering all regions in Afghanistan. 
In villages are checking houses with inhuman and brutal behaviour. Their behaviours on 
roads, on streets are like occupier and they are acting not as peace keeper, they are appearing 
among the people arrogant this why the people see these peace keeping troops as an enemies 
and reflecting displeasure of the assigned soldiers. In Afghanistan was and it is more worst 
than in Iraq. As the USA general admitted in year 2006 in November interview openly, that if 
we do not defeat the terrorists shortly, then we become the 3. World war. I am taking his 
statement very seriously, and see with frightening, how the people in Afghanistan have to 
suffer and from day to day are getting the situation in country more worst. A nation, that 27 
years had a war, needs a perspective for the future and not a forced upon and calculated 
government for Bush propaganda. All Afghans must draw the teachings from the bitter past 
and bitter present that ethnical and linguistic differences did not bring anything, except dead, 
misery and uncertain future prospects for the people of Afghanistan and it make it possible to 
interfere foreigner countries.  

Mr. Karzai wants to open the door officially to ISI and to other close supporter of Taliban, 
Bin Laden people and Gulbuddeen, like he did planless reconciliation actions in the past. 

 In Kabul Parliament are setting already Killer of all types, I see the future of our nation very 
dark, I am afraid, it will start a civil war in country.   

I hope very much, that the EU and USA politicians, median and their nations are no more 
willing to be silent and protect or cover those made horrible mistakes, special Mr. Obama 
with his change logo. 
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Afghanistan nation is suffering very much, it can not be, that it should exist the only way to 
increase the amount of soldiers and weapons. Underdeveloped countries are expecting from 
USA and EU professional reaction and actions concerning present disasters. 

Why should be not talk about the additional created enemies and about the installed corrupted 
and unqualified government? 

Why should be not asked Mr. Karzai, please shows the positive fruits of your reconciliation 
actions? 

If you, Mr. Karzai claim, that the effect of reconciliation is positive, why it increased and 
expanded the attacks almost over the whole country? 

To the Heroin lords is included his brother too and he is setting like the other in parliament, 
why he is cheating the Afghan nation and the world? 

 Why he started talk to Taliban and Gulbuddeen? When they 41 countries had to enter 
because of them.    

USA and EU needs clarifications about the past and present and USA and EU had to start it, if 
USA and EU want to avoid the explosion of Anarchy and chaos in Asia, then please wake up! 

Second section: 

Those combined and united killer, criminals and exported corruption people cheated the 
nation during the artificial elections in year 2002 and in year 2004. 

By the new strategy of Mr. Khalilzad can be see seen very clear, that he motivated some of 
his group to nominate themselves for the coming election and he distributed money to another 
sold people to nominate themselves to too, to reflect to the world developed democracy style 
in Afghanistan. Mr. Jalali and Mr. Ahadi cancelled their nomination, Mr. Arsala and Mr. 
Ashraf Ghani will announce their giving up in different way and the other paid nominated will 
act later on under giving instruction, Mr. Karzai will come out as final winner at the end and 
Mr. Khalilzad will be in reality the real President as he plaid his role as ambassador in Kabul.   

It is very pity that  education people abroad and in country are taking serious this cheating 
game and they are trying to clarify each one among them to find out who could be better one 
as president for the next five years. 

Democracy can be not installed by cheating, bombing, exporting, democracy should start in 
country step by step through the nation with help of patriot qualified and honest government. 
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If Mr. Obama wants to come out from the created and existed disaster of Mr. G. W. Bush, 
then he has to let a provisional government under control of UN for certain time, such 
qualified, honest patriots are existing among the nation. Mr. Obama has separate from those 
dirty people and let the Afghans to act directly to bring peace, security, freedom base on 
Afghan tradition and to give to the nation a hope for their future prosperity and to clean the 
country from killer, criminals and wahabism followers. 

      End 

  

 


